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Building Modern Web Applications Using AngularPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn about the core building blocks of Angular
	
		Build and architect high performance web applications
	
		Implement the latest JavaScript concepts in ECMAScript 2015, ECMAScript 2016, and TypeScript
	
		Leverage the latest Angular features to get the most out of your web...
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JavaTM Programming with CORBATM : Advanced Techniques for Building Distributed ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The leading guide for Java developers who build business applications with CORBA Acknowledged experts present advanced techniques and real-world examples for building both simple and complex programs using Java with CORBA. The authors begin with a quick overview of CORBA, Java, object request brokers (ORBs), and EJB components, then quickly move on...
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CSS3 Pushing the LimitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Push CSS3 and your design skills to the limit—and beyond!


	Representing an evolutionary leap forward for CSS, CSS3 is chock-full of new capabilities that dramatically expand the boundaries of what a styling language can do. But many of those new features remain undocumented, making it difficult to learn what they are...
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Machine Learning Using R: With Time Series and Industry-Based Use Cases in RApress, 2018

	
		Examine the latest technological advancements in building a scalable machine-learning model with big data using R. This second edition shows you how to work with a machine-learning algorithm and use it to build a ML model from raw data. You will see how to use R programming with TensorFlow, thus avoiding the effort of learning Python...
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J2EE Platform Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
Build robust, scalable, end-to-end business solutions with  J2EE(TM) Web Services.

This is the definitive practitioner's guide to building  enterprise-class J2EE Web Services that integrate with any B2B application and  interoperate with any legacy system. Sun senior architect Ray Lai introduces 25...
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Force.com Developer Certification Handbook (DEV401)Packt Publishing, 2012

	When migrating to the new wave of cloud-based applications, we now think about business logic, we think about automating processes, and we think about how we can make the systems better. Force.com is a cloud-based platform that is used to build and deploy enterprise applications on the cloud with minimum coding. Demand for Force.com experts...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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Pragmatic ADO.NET: Data Access for the Internet WorldAddison Wesley, 2002
"This is my favorite book on ADO.NET. The author clearly has an extensive understanding of the subject matter. It is useful not only for expert data access programmers but also for weekend code warriors."
—Glenn Thimmes, Senior Software Engineer, New Dawn Technologies.Formerly Develop Support Engineer (WebData),...
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Professional Scala: Combine object-oriented and functional programming to build high-performance applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		If your application source code is overly verbose, it can be a nightmare to maintain. Write concise and expressive, type-safe code in an environment that lets you build for the JVM, browser, and more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert guidance that shows you to efficiently use both object-oriented and...
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Data Mining Tools for Malware DetectionAuerbach Publications, 2011

	
		Although the use of data mining for security and malware detection is quickly on the rise, most books on the subject provide high-level theoretical discussions to the near exclusion of the practical aspects. Breaking the mold, Data Mining Tools for Malware Detection provides a step-by-step breakdown of how to develop...
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JSP Examples and Best PracticesApress, 2002

	While most other books merely instruct on basic JSP and servlet development,  JSP Examples and Best Practices  gives you some of the best practices and design principles, enabling you to build scalable and extensible enterprise Java applications. And JavaServer Pages technology can be used to build complex enterprise applications in...
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PKI Uncovered: Certificate-Based Security Solutions for Next-Generation Networks (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2011

	With the increasing focus on IT Security comes a higher demand for identity management
	in the modern business. This requires a flexible, scalable, and secure authentication
	method. Identity control is made mandatory by many public standards, such as PCI, and
	PKI is an essential component to set up authentication in many technologies,...
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